
Office of the Clerk 
Vaughan City Hall 
2141 Major Mackenzie Dr 
Vaughan, ON L6A 1T1 

June 7, 2021 
File 8359 

Attn: Todd Coles, City Clerk 

Dear Sir, 

Re: City Wide Comprehensive Zoning By-law 
Committee of the Whole (Public Meeting) 
8500 Huntington Road 

Weston Consulting is the authorized planning consultant for the Labourers’ Union Non-Profit 
Building Society, the owner of the lands municipally addressed as 8500 Huntington Road (herein 
referred to as the “subject lands”). On October 27, 2020, we submitted written correspondence 
regarding the third draft of the City-wide Comprehensive Zoning By-law (the “CZBL”) indicating 
that the proposed zoning of the subject lands was incorrect (Attachment 1). 

We have reviewed the final draft of the CZBL and note the proposed zoning remains incorrect. We 
also note that the response to our October 27, 2020, letter in the City’s Comment Response Matrix 
states the following: 

Staff have reviewed this request, agree, and confirm the change to EM1. Chapter 14 has 
been updated. Section 1.6 directly addresses active development applications that have 
been deemed complete prior to the passing of the new Comprehensive Zoning By-law, 
including applications that remain before the LPAT. The City’s intent is that those 
applications continue to their logical conclusion and the outcome will be consolidated into 
the new Comprehensive Zoning By-law at the appropriate time, but no later than five years 
from the passing of the Comprehensive Zoning By-law. 

Site-specific Zoning By-law 168-2018 was approved by City of Vaughan Council on September 
27, 2018, to rezone the subject lands to EM1(H) Prestige Employment Area Zone (Attachment 3). 
By-law 062-2021 was approved on May 26, 2021, to remove the “H” Holding Symbol from the 
subject lands (Attachment 3). As such, the Transition policies in Section 1.6 of the CZBL are not 
applicable as the zoning for the subject lands has been approved. We respectfully request that the 
record be updated to reflect the approved and in-force zoning. 

Finally, we note that the proposed exception in Chapter 14 (1092) still indicates the parent Zone 
as EM2. This remains incorrect and does not reflect the approved EM1 - Prestige Employment 
Zone category.  
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We respectfully request that the zoning for the subject lands within the CZBL be amened to EM1(H) 
to reflect the approved and in-force site-specific Zoning By-law.  
 
Please contact the undersigned at extension 236 or Jenna Thibault at extension 309 should you 
have any questions or wish to discuss further.  
 
 
 
Yours truly, 
Weston Consulting 
Per: 
 

 
 

 
 
Kevin Bechard, BES, M.Sc., RPP 
Senior Associate 
 
c.  Client 
 
Attachments: 

1. Written correspondence dated October 27, 2020 
2. Site Specific Zoning By-law 168-2018 
3. By-law 062-2021 
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City of Vaughan Clerk’s Office 
2141 Major Mackenzie Dr 
Vaughan, ON 
L6A 1T1 
 

October 28, 2020 
File 8359 

 

Attn: Todd Coles, City Clerk 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
Re: City Wide Comprehensive Zoning By-law 
 Committee of the Whole (Public Meeting) 
 8500 Huntington Road 
 
Weston Consulting is the authorized planning consultant for the Labourers’ Union Non-Profit 
Building Society, the owner of the lands municipally addressed as 8500 Huntington Road (herein 
referred to as the “subject lands”). We have reviewed the third draft of the City-wide 
Comprehensive Zoning By-law (the “CZBL”) and are pleased to provide the following comments 
on behalf of the landowner. 
 
The subject lands are located north of Langstaff Road and west of Huntington Road in the City of 
Vaughan. The lands are located in Block 64 South and the landowner is a participating landowner 
in the Block 64 South Landowners Group. Site-specific Zoning By-law 168-2018 was approved by 
City of Vaughan Council on September 27, 2018, to rezone the subject lands to EM1(H) Prestige 
Employment Area Zone (Attachment 1). 
 
We note that the CZBL proposes to zone the subject lands EM2(H) – 1092, General Employment 
Zone subject to Exception 1092 according to Map 81. The proposed EM2 Zone category is 
incorrect and does not reflect the approved EM1 - Prestige Employment Zone category. Based on 
our review, the provisions and permitted uses within the site-specific Zoning By-law have been 
carried over into Exception 1092, as it relates to permitted uses (section 14.1092.1), lot and 
building requirements (section 14.1092.2), and the ‘H’ holding provisions (section 12.1092.4). In 
addition, Figure E-1598 indicates the proposed zoning for the subject lands as EM1(H), which is 
the correct zoning.  
 
We respectfully request that the zoning for the subject lands within the CZBL be amended to 
EM1(H) to reflect the approved and in-force site-specific Zoning By-law. We thank you for the 
opportunity to provide these comments.  
 
Please contact the undersigned at extension 236 or Jenna Thibault at extension 309 should you 
have any questions or wish to discuss further.  
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Yours truly, 
Weston Consulting 
Per: 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Kevin Bechard, BES, M.Sc., RPP 
Senior Associate 
 
c.  Client 
 
Attachment: Site Specific Zoning By-law 168-2018 
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Labourers' International Union of North America (Liuna Local 183)

THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF VAUGHAN
IN THE MATTER OF Section 36(1) 

of the Planning Act, R.S.O. 1990, c.P.13 

I, TODD COLES of the Township of King, MAKE OATH AND SAY: 

1. THAT I am the City Clerk of the Corporation of the City of Vaughan and as such,
have knowledge of the matters hereinafter deposed to.

2. THAT By-law Number 062-2021 was passed by the Council of the Corporation of
the City of Vaughan on the 18th day of May 2021.

3. THAT the purpose of By-law 062-2021 is to remove the Holding Symbol “(H)” from
the Subject Lands, which are zoned “EM1 Prestige Employment”, subject to site-
specific Exception 9(1468) with the Holding Symbol “(H)”, to facilitate the
development of a 6-storey, 27,000 m2 office building including an assembly hall
and accessory uses.

4. THAT By-law Number 062-2021 is therefore deemed to have come into effect on
the 18th day of May 2021.

SWORN BEFORE ME in the City ) 
of Vaughan, in the Regional ) 
Municipality of York, this ) 

 day of            2021 ) 
) TODD COLES 

A Commissioner, etc.  

26 May
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THE CITY OF VAUGHAN 

BY-LAW 
BY-LAW NUMBER 062-2021 

A By-law to amend City of Vaughan By-law 1-88 as amended by By-law 168-2018 
and by By-law 158-2020. 

WHEREAS the matters herein set out are in conformity with the Official Plan of the 

Vaughan Planning Area, which is approved and in force at this time; 

AND WHEREAS there has been an amendment to the Vaughan Official Plan adopted by 

Council but not approved at this time, with which the matters herein set out are in 

conformity; 

NOW THEREFORE the Council of The Corporation of the City of Vaughan ENACTS AS 

FOLLOWS: 

1. That City of Vaughan By-law Number 1-88, as amended, be and it is hereby further 

amended by: 

a) Deleting Key Map 1 0C and substituting therefore the Key Map 1 0C attached 

hereto as Schedule "1", thereby removing the Holding Symbol "(H)" on the 

lands shown as "Subject Lands" on Schedule "2" and effectively zoning the 

Subject Lands "EM1 Prestige Employment Zone". 

b) Deleting Paragraph A of Exception 9(1468) and substituting therefor the 

word "Deleted". 

c) Deleting Paragraph B Exception 9(1468) and substituting therefor the word 

"Deleted". 

d) Deleting Schedule "E-1598" and substituting therefor the Schedule 

"E-1598" attached hereto as Schedule "2", thereby deleting the Holding 

Symbol "(H)". 

2. Schedules "1" and "2" shall be and hereby form part of this By-law. 
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Enacted by City of Vaughan Council this 18th day of May, 2021 . 

Authorized by Item No.4 of Report No.27 
of the Committee of the Whole 
Adopted by Vaughan City Council on 
September 27, 2018. 

-~,&Y 
Hon. Mauri io Bevilacqua, Mayor 

Todd Coles, City Clerk 
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THIS IS SCHEDULE '1' 

TO BY-LAW 062-2021 

PASSED THE 18TH DAY OF MAY, 2021 

FILE: Z.21.017 
RELATED FILES: OP.18.002, Z.18.003, DA.18.025 
LOCATION: PART OF LOTS 11'AND 12, CONCESSION 10; 
8500 HUNTINGTON ROAD 
APPLICANT: LABOURERS' UNION NON-PROFIT 
BUILDING SOCIETY 
CITY OF VAUGHAN 

_/j(J. SIGNING OFFICERS

-� MAYOR 
t-

CLERK 

Printed on: 11 /212020 
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TO BY-LAW 1-88 

SECTION 9(1468) 

FILE: Z.21.017 
RELATED FILES: OP.18.002, Z.18.003, DA.18.025 
LOCATION: PART OF LOTS 11 AND 12, CONCESSION 10; 
8500 HUNTINGTON ROAD 
APPLICANT: LABOURERS' UNION NON-PROFIT 
BUILDING SOCIETY 
CITY OF VAUGHAN 

THIS IS SCHEDULE '2' 
TO BY-LAW 062-2021 

PASSED THE 18TH DAY OF MAY, 2021 

SIGNING OFFICERS 
.r." 

'-MAYOR 

CLERK 

Printed on: 11 /2/2020 
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SUMMARY TO BY-LAW 062-2021 

The Subject Lands are located on the west side of Huntington Road, north of Langstaff 
Road, and are municipally known as 8500 Huntington Road, City of Vaughan. 

The purpose of this by-law is to remove the Holding Symbol "(H)" from the Subject Lands, 
which are zoned "EM1 Prestige Employment", subject to site-specific Exception 9(1468) 
with the Holding Symbol "(H)", to facilitate the development of a 6-storey, 27,000 m2 office 
building including an assembly hall and accessory uses. 

The Subject Lands were originally zoned with the Holding Symbol "(H)" by By-law 168-
2018, until such time that: 

a) The Owner shall enter into a Developers' Group Agreement with the other 
participating landowners within Block 64 South to the satisfaction of the City. The 
Agreement shall be regarding but not limited to all cost sharing for the provision of 
parks, cash-in-lieu of parkland, roads and municipal services, including land 
dedication and construction of Hunter's Valley Road and future road to the south 
within Block 64 South. This Agreement shall also include a provision for additional 
developers to participate with the Developers' Group Agreement when they wish 
to develop their lands, all to the satisfaction of the Development Engineering 
Department; 

b) The Owner shall submit a letter from the Block Trustee for Block 64 South 
Developers' Group Agreement indicating that the Owner has fulfilled all cost 
sharing and other obligations of the Block 64 South Landowners Cost Sharing 
Agreement, to the satisfaction of the Development Engineering Department; 

c) The Owner through the Block 64 South Developers' Group shall enter into a Spine 
Services Agreement with the City to satisfy all conditions, financial or otherwise for 
the construction of the municipal services for the Block, including but not limited 
to, roads, water, wastewater, storm and storm water management pond, land 
conveyances including the construction of Hunter's Valley Road and the east-west 
road south of the Subject Lands or front-end the works and enter into a 
Development Agreement with the City to satisfy all conditions, financial or 
otherwise for the construction of the necessary municipal services, including but 
not limited to, roads, water, wastewater, storm and storm water management pond, 
land conveyances including the construction of Hunter's Valley Road and the east
west road south of the Subject Lands. The Agreements shall be registered against 
the lands to which it applies and to the satisfaction of the Development Engineering 
Department; and 

d) The Owner shall provide updated downstream sanitary design sheets and related 
drawings to demonstrate that the Subject Lands can be adequately serviced 
(downstream capacity). If the downstream sewer sheets determine that 
improvements and/or mitigation measures are required to facilitate the 
Development, the Owner shall agree in a Development Agreement with the City to 
pay its financial contribution and/or front-end financing of all applicable works that 
are necessary to service the Subject Lands to the satisfaction of the Development 
Engineering Department. 

On September 27, 2018, Vaughan Council approved Official Plan Amendment File 
OP.18.002, Zoning By-law Amendment Z.18.003 and Site Development Application 
DA.18.025 to facilitate the development of a 6-storey, 27,000 m2 office building including 
an assembly hall and accessory uses on the Subject Lands. 

The Owner has satisfied the holding removal conditions in the following ways: 

• A letter from Block 64 South Landowners Group Inc., herein after called the 
"Trustee" was provided to certify that a Developers' Group Agreement/Cost 
Sharing Agreement has been entered into with the participating landowners within 
Block 64 South; 
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• A letter from the Trustee was provided to certify that the Owner has fulfilled all cost 
sharing and other obligations of the Block 64 South Developers' Group 
Agreement/Cost Sharing Agreement, to the satisfaction of the Development 
Engineering Department; 

• A Spine Services Agreement has been executed and will be registered against the 
lands for the construction of the municipal services for the Block to the satisfaction 
of the Development Engineering Department; and 

• Updated downstream sanitary design sheets and related drawings have been 
provided to demonstrate that the Subject Lands can be adequately serviced, to the 
satisfaction of the Development Engineering Department. 
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SUBJECT LANDS 

:r: 
c5 

CITY OF 
BRAMPTON 

l-----.. ____ ...,l--, ----------.-------r------t-----i 

FILE: Z.21.017 

~---~~~ 
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LANGSTAFF ROAD 

LOCATION MAP 
TO BY-LAW 062-2021 

RELATED FILES: OP.18.002, Z.18.003, DA.18.025 
LOCATION: PART OF LOTS 11 AND 12, CONCESSION 10; 
8500 HUNTINGTON ROAD 
APPLICANT: LABOURERS' UNION NON-PROFIT 
BUILDING SOCIETY 
CITY OF VAUGHAN 

Document Path: N:IGIS_Archive\ByLawslZIZ.18.00312020\Z.18.003 _ZBA_Location Map.mxd 

,-,-. SUBJECT L,_, LANDS 

Printed on: 11/2/2020 
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